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OVERALL AND BLADE-ELEMENT PERFORMANCE OF A TRANSONIC
COMPRESSOR STAGE WITH MULTIPLE-CIRCULAR-ARC BLADES
AT TIP SPEED OF 419 METERS PER SECOND
by George Kovich and Lonnie Reid
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
A 50-centimeter-diameter axial-flow transonic compressor stage with multiple-
circular-arc blade shapes and a design tip speed of 419 meters per second was tested.
Detailed radial surveys of the flow conditions at the rotor blade inlet and outlet and the
stator blade outlet were made. The flow and performance parameters were calculated
at the rotor and stator blade leading and trailing edges across a number of selected
blade elements. The radial surveys were made over the stable operating flow range at
rotative speeds of 50, 70, 80, 90, and 100 percent of design speed.
Peak efficiency of the compressor stage at design speed was 0. 80 and occurred at
an equivalent weight flow of 29.0 kilograms per second. Total pressure ratio was 1.69
and total temperature ratio was 1. 20. Design values of weight flow, pressure ratio,
and temperature ratio were 29.6 kilograms per second, 1. 63, and 1.19, respectively.
Blade-element data indicate relative total pressure losses for the rotor blade were
generally lower than design while the stator losses were generally higher than the de-
sign values.
The stall margin of the compressor stage at design speed was 9 percent, based on
weight flow and total pressure ratio at experimental peak efficiency and just prior to
stall. The measured stall margin at design weight flow and speed was 15 percent.
For all rotor blade elements at design speed the minimum-loss incidence angles
were within ±1.0° of the design incidence angles. The deviation angles at zero-degree
incidence angle were within ±1° of design except at the tip and hub blade elements.
The minimum-loss incidence angles for the stator at design speed were within ±4° of
the design incidence angle of zero degrees. Stator deviation angles at all blade elements
were within ±3° of the design value.
Peak efficiency of the rotor decreased 2.6 percentage points with the addition of the
stator. Pressure ratio at peak efficiency decreased from 1. 79 to 1.75, and the maxi-
mum weight flow decreased from 30.1 to 29. 8 kilograms per second.
INTRODUCTION
The Lewis Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration is
engaged in a research program on axial-flow fans and compressors for advanced air-
breathing engines. The program is directed primarily toward developing the technology
to reduce the size and weight of fans and compressors while maintaining a high level of
performance. Experimental studies are being conducted to improve both efficiency and
stall margin for blades operating at transonic and supersonic Mach numbers.
A series of transonic rotors with the same exit total pressure distribution were
designed to investigate the effects of blade shape on efficiency and stall margin. The
design and performance of these rotors are presented in references 1 to 3. This report
presents the design and performance of a transonic compressor stage consisting of the
multiple-circular-arc (MCA) bladed rotor 6 of reference 3 and a stator which also was
designed with MCA blades. This compressor stage is designated stage 6-1.
Overall performance for both the rotor and the stage, along with blade-element per-
formance for the rotor and the stator, are presented. The data were obtained over the
stable operating flow range at rotative speeds which varied from 50 to 100 percent of
design speed. Surveys of the flow conditions were taken at 11 radial positions. A com-
parison of the rotor overall and blade-element performance with and without the stator
blade row installed is made to evaluate the effect of the stator on rotor performance.
All tests were conducted in the single-stage compressor facility at the Lewis Research
Center.
AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
Three computer programs were used in the design of this compressor stage. These
programs are the streamline analysis program, the blade geometry program, and the
blade coordinate program. These three computer programs are presented in detail in
references 1, 4, and 5; and only a brief description of each is presented in this report.
The streamline analysis program was used to calculate the flow-field parameters
at several axial locations, including planes approximating the blade leading and trailing
edges for both the rotor and the stator. The weight flow, rotative speed, flow-path
geometry, and radial distributions of total pressure arid temperature are inputs in this
program. The program accounts for both streamline curvature and entropy gradients;
boundary-layer blockage factors are also included.
The distributions of velocity vector, total pressure, and total temperature calcu-
lated in the streamline analysis program are utilized in the blade geometry program to
compute blade geometry parameters. The blade-element total loss is calculated within
the program. It is based on a calculated shock loss (as related to the selected blade
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shape) and a profile loss. The profile losses used for this stage are based on loss-
diffusion factor correlations that include the data presented in reference 6 for the rotor
and the stator.
The blade geometry parameters are utilized in the blade coordinates program
(ref. 5) to compute blade elements on conical surfaces approximating the stream sur-
faces passing through the blade. The blade elements are then stacked on a line passing
through their centers of gravity. The computed cartesian blade coordinates are used
directly in fabrication.
The overall design parameters for stage 6-1 are listed in table I and the flow path
is shown in figure 1. This stage was designed for an overall pressure ratio of 1. 63 at2
a weight flow of 29. 6 kilograms per second (203. 1 kg/sec/m of annulus area). The de-
sign tip speed was 419. 3 meters per second. The stage was designed for a tip solidity
of 1. 3 for the rotor and a hub solidity of 2. 0 for the stator. This resulted in 47 rotor
blades with an aspect ratio of 2. 5 and 60 stator blades with an aspect ratio of 2. 2.
The blade-element design parameters for rotor 6 are presented in table II. This
rotor was designed for a radially constant total pressure ratio of 1.65. The stator
blade-element design parameters are given in table in. The blade geometry is pre-
sented in table IV for rotor 6 and in table V for stator 1. Both the rotor and the stator
utilized multiple-circular-arc blade shapes.
The symbols used in this report are defined in appendix A. The equations used for
calculating the overall and blade-element performance parameters are presented in ap-




The compressor stage was tested in the Lewis single-stage compressor facility,
which is described in detail in reference 2. A schematic diagram of the facility is shown
in figure 2. Atmospheric air enters the test facility at an inlet located on the roof of the
building and flows through the flow-measuring orifice and into the plenum chamber up-
stream of the test stage. The air then passes through the experimental compressor
stage into the collector and is exhausted to the atmosphere.
Test Stage
The rotor and stator are shown in figures 3 and 4, respectively. Each rotor blade
has a vibration damper located at about 45 percent of span from the outlet rotor tip. The
maximum thickness of the damper was 0. 19 centimeter. The nonrotating radial tip
clearance of the rotor was a nominal 0. 05 centimeter at ambient conditions. The axial
spacing between the rotor hub trailing edge and the stator hub leading edge was 3. 86 cen-
timeters.
Instrumentation
The compressor weight flow was determined from measurements on a calibrated
thin-plate orifice that was 38. 9 centimeters in diameter. The orifice temperature was
determined from an average of two Chromel-Alumel thermocouples.
Radial surveys of the flow were made upstream of the rotor, between the rotor and
the stator, and downstream of the stator (fig. 5). The survey probes are shown in fig-
ure 6. Total pressure, total temperature, and flow angle were measured with the com-
bination probe (fig. 6(a)), and static pressure was measured with an 8° C-shaped wedge
probe (fig. 6(b)). Each probe was positioned with a null-balancing, stream-directional
sensitive control system that automatically alined the probe to the direction of the flow.
The probes were angularly prealined in an air tunnel. The probe thermocouple material
was iron constantan. Two combination probes and two wedge static probes were used
at each of the measuring stations.
Inner and outer wall static pressure taps were located at the same axial stations as
the survey probes. The circumferential locations of both types of survey probes, along
with inner and outer wall static pressure taps, are shown in figure 5. The combination
probes downstream of the stator (station 3) were circumferentially traversed one stator
blade passage ( 6 . 0 ) counterclockwise from the nominal values shown. All pressures
were obtained with calibrated strain-gage transducers.
An electronic speed counter, in conjunction with a magnetic pickup, was used to
measure rotative speed (rpm).
The estimated errors of the data based on inherent accuracies of the instrumentation
and recording system are as follows:
Weight flow, kg/sec ±0. 3
Rotative speed, rpm ±30
Flow angle, deg ±1
Temperature, K . ±0.6
Q
Rotor-inlet total pressure, N/cm ±0. 01
n
Rotor-outlet total pressure, N/cm ±0.10
n
Stator-outlet total pressure, N/cm ±0.10
o
Rotor-inlet static pressure, N/cm ±0. 04
O
Rotor-outlet static pressure, N/cm ±0. 072Stator-outlet static pressure, N/cm ±0.07
Test Procedure
The stage survey data were taken over a range of weight flows from maximum flow
to the near-stall conditions. At 70, 90, and 100 percent of design speed, radial surveys
were taken at five weight flows. At 50 and 80 percent of design speed, radial surveys
were taken for the near-stall weight flow only. Data were recorded at 11 radial posi-
tions for each speed and weight flow.
At each radial position the two combination probes behind the stator were circum-
ferentially traversed to nine different locations across the stator gap. The wedge probes
were set at mid-gap because preliminary studies showed that the static pressure across
the stator gap was constant. Values of pressure, temperature, and flow angle were re-
corded at each circumferential position. At the last circumferential position, values of
pressure, temperature, and flow angle were also recorded at stations 1 and 2. All
probes were then traversed to the next radial position and the circumferential traverse
procedure repeated.
At each of the five rotative speeds the backpressure on the stage was increased by
closing the sleeve valve in the collector until a stalled condition was detected by a sud-
den drop in stage-outlet total pressure. This pressure was measured by a probe located
at mid-passage and was recorded on an X-Y plotter. Stall was corroborated by large
increases in the measured blade stresses on both rotor and stator, along with a sudden
increase in noise level.
Calculation Procedure
Measured total temperatures and total pressures were corrected for Mach number
and streamline slope. These corrections were based on instrument probe calibrations
given in reference 7. The stream static pressure was corrected for Mach number and
streamline slope based on an average calibration for the type of probe used.
Because of the physical construction of the C-shaped static pressure wedges, it was
not possible to obtain static pressure measurements at 5, 10, and 95 percent of span.
The static pressure at 95 percent of span was obtained by assuming a linear variation in
static pressure between the values at the inner wall and the probe measurement at
90 percent of span. A linear variation was also assumed between the static pressure
measurements at the outer wall and the 30-percent span to obtain the static pressure at
5 and 10 percent of span.
At each radial position, averaged values of the nine circumferential measurements
of pressure, temperature, and flow angle downstream of the stator (station.3) were ob-
tained. The nine values of total temperature were mass averaged to obtain the stator-
outlet total temperature presented. The nine values of total pressure were energy
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averaged. The measured values of pressure, temperature, and flow angle were used to
calculate axial and tangential velocities at each circumferential position. The flow
angles presented for each radial position were calculated based on these mass-averaged
axial and tangential velocities. To obtain the overall performance, the radial values of
total temperature were mass averaged and the values of total pressure were energy
averaged. At each measuring station, the integrated weight flow was computed based on
the radial survey data.
The data, measured at the three measuring stations, have been translated to the
blade leading and trailing edges by the method presented in reference 4.
The weight flow at stall was obtained in the following manner: during operation at
the near-stall condition, the collector valve was slowly closed in small increments. At
each increment the weight flow was obtained. The weight flow obtained just before stall
occurred is called the stall weight flow.
Orifice weight flows, total pressures, static pressures, and temperatures were all
corrected to standard-day conditions based on the rotor-inlet conditions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results from this investigation are presented in four main sections. The first
three sections are the results obtained from the stage configuration. The overall per-
formance for the rotor and the stage are presented first. Radial distributions of several
performance parameters are then presented for both the rotor and the stator. Blade-
element data are presented for both rotor and stator. Finally, rotor overall perform-
ance and rotor radial distributions are compared with and without the stator installed
behind the rotor. The data presented for the first three main sections are computer
plotted, and occasionally a data point is omitted when it falls outside the range of the
parameters shown in the figure.
All the plotted data together with some additional performance parameters for the
stage configuration are presented in tabular form. The overall performance data are
presented in table VI. The blade-element data are presented first for the rotor in ta-
ble VII and then for the stator in table VIII. The definitions and units used for the tabu-
lar data are presented in appendix C.
OVERALL PERFORMANCE
The overall performance for rotor 6 and stage 6-1 are presented in figures 7 and 8,
respectively. For both of these computer-plotted figures, data are presented for speeds
from 50 to 100 percent of design speed. For 50 and 80 percent of design speed, the
overall performance is presented for the near-stall condition only. Design-point values
are shown as solid symbols on both figures.
The stall points for each speed line were established by extrapolating the overall
performance curves to the stall weight flow value recorded with the on-site computer.
The stall lines (dashed lines) shown in figures 7 and 8 were then established by fairing
a curve through the stall points associated with each speed line.
Peak efficiency, for both rotor and stage, occurred at a measured equivalent weight
o
flow of 29. 0 kilograms per second (199 kg/sec/m of annulus area) as compared to the
p
design weight flow of 29. 6 kilograms per second (203 kg/sec/m of annulus area). Peak
efficiencies for the rotor and the stage at the design rotor tip speed of 419. 3 meters per
second were 0. 86 and 0. 80, respectively. The experimental values of total pressure
ratio and total temperature ratio, for the rotor at peak efficiency, were 1. 75 and 1. 20,
respectively, as compared to the design values of 1. 65 and 1. 19. The corresponding
total pressure ratio for the stage was 1. 69, as compared to the design value of 1. 63.
At design speed, the stall margin for the stage was 9 percent. The stall margin,
defined in appendix B, was based on the equivalent weight flow and pressure ratio at
which peak efficiency occurred, as compared to the values just prior to stall. The stall
margin at design speed based on the design weight flow was 15 percent.
Radial Distributions
The radial distributions of selected flow and performance parameters for both rotor
and stator are shown in figures 9 and 10. The results are presented for three flow rates
at design speed. The data shown represent the flow conditions at near stall, peak effi-
ciency, and near choke. The design values are shown by solid symbols.
Rotor
The rotor total pressure ratio at peak-efficiency weight flow was greater than the
design value at all spanwise locations (fig. 9). The total temperature ratio and effi-
ciency, at peak efficiency weight flow, were also higher than design for all spanwise
locations. The incidence angle was higher than design because the peak-efficiency weight
flow was less than design. The deviation angles were slightly higher than design. The
loading as indicated by the D-factor was higher than design, which may have been caused
by the higher-than-design incidence angle. The lower-than-design loss coefficients in-
dicate that design losses were overestimated except in the region of the damper, where
measured losses were considerably higher than design for all three flow conditions. Al-
though the effect on efficiency in the damper region of the blade span was appreciable,
the effect on pressure ratio was small. °
Stator
The radial distribution of total loss coefficient for the stator was higher than design
for all three weight flows (choke, peak efficiency, and stall). The stator blade loading
as indicated by the D-factors was higher than design because of the higher-than-design
incidence angles. The large difference between design and experimental loss coefficient
distribution is a result of the combined effects of higher-than-design loading and under-
estimated losses.
Variations of Blade-Element Performance with Incidence Angle
The variations of selected blade-element performance parameters with incidence
angle are shown in figure 11 for the rotor and in figure 12 for the stator. The data are
presented for 70, 90, and 100 percent of speed at blade elements on streamlines located
at 5, 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, and 95 percent of blade span as measured from the rotor-
outlet blade tip. Design values are indicated by solid symbols. The variation in
incidence-angle curves are presented primarily for future correlations in comparing the
performance of these blades with other blade designs. Only a few brief observations are
made herein.
The rotor-blade suction-surf ace incidence angles corresponding to minimum loss
were within ±1° of the design incidence angle for all blade elements at design speed. At
design incidence angle, rotor total pressure ratio was essentially achieved over the en-
tire blade span at design speed. Rotor-blade deviation angles at the design incidence
were within ±1° of design values except for the tip and hub elements.
The stator-blade suction-surf ace incidence angles corresponding to minimum loss
at design speed were within ±4° of the design value at all blade-element span locations.
The stator deviation angles at the design incidence were within ±3° of the design value
at all blade-element span locations.
Effect of Stator on Rotor Performance
A comparison of the overall performance of the rotor with the stator installed (pre-
sented herein) and without the stator (ref. 4) is shown in figure 13. At design speed, the
total pressure ratio at peak efficiency decreased from 1. 79 to 1. 75 with the addition of
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the stator. Peak efficiency of the rotor also decreased approximately 2. 6 percentage
points. A comparable drop in rotor efficiency was experienced in a similar test re-
ported in reference 8. The weight flows at peak efficiency and stall were not affected;
however, the maximum weight flow decreased from 30. 1 to 29. 8 kilograms per second.
Choking of the flow may have occurred at the stator hub. Design requirements resulted
in a design area ratio of 1. 0 in the region of the stator hub. At the lower speeds, the
rotor overall pressure ratio at the near-stall condition is not adversely affected by the
addition of the stator; but the rotor efficiency is consistently lower.
The effect of the stator on the radial distribution of rotor performance parameters
at design speed is shown in figure 14 at the peak-efficiency weight flow of 29. 0 kilograms
per second. The rotor suction-surf ace incidence angle was changed less than 1/2° by
adding the stator. Thus, the inlet flow distribution was relatively unaffected. The
meridional velocity ratios increased, indicating that the flow velocities behind the rotor
are somewhat higher with the stators in place. As a result of these higher velocities,
the diffusion factor was decreased along the entire rotor blade span. However, some-
what unexpectedly, the indicated element losses and deviation angles increased with the
addition of the stator. This indicates that the velocity and pressure gradients along the
meridional streamlines were changed by the presence of the stator. Rotor-blade-wake
mixing effects can be expected to be altered somewhat. It should be pointed out that the
data measurements were made in the presence of the indicated gradients and translated
forward to the rotor-blade trailing edge along the design streamlines. Further discus-
sion of the changes in rotor performance is beyond the scope of this presentation; how-
ever, these data indicate that the performance of the rotor elements was adversely
changed because of the presence of the stators.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
This report presents both the aerodynamic design and the overall and blade-element
performance of a transonic compressor stage with multiple-circular-arc (MCA) blade
shape incorporated in both rotor and stator. Radial surveys of the flow conditions at
both the rotor inlet and outlet and the stator outlet were made over the compressor-stage
operating flow range at equivalent rotative speeds from 50 to 100 percent of design speed.
Flow and performance parameters were calculated across a selected number of blade
elements. The rotor was previously tested with no stator. The overall performance and
the radial distributions of selected performance parameters for the rotor with and with-
out the stator are compared.
The following principal results were obtained:
1. Peak efficiency for the compressor stage at the design tip speed of 419. 3 meters
per second was 0. 80 and occurred at an equivalent weight flow rate of 29. 0 kilograms
per second.
2. Total pressure ratio and total temperature ratio of the compressor stage at the
equivalent weight flow corresponding to peak efficiency were 1. 69 and 1. 20, respec-
tively.
3. Stall margin of the compressor stage at the design speed was 9 percent, based
on the weight flows and pressure ratios at experimental peak efficiency and near stall.
Stall margin of the stage at design speed, based on design weight flow, was 15 percent.
4. Peak efficiency of the compressor rotor was 0. 86. The rotor total pressure ra-
tio and total temperature ratio were 1. 75 and 1. 20, compared to the design values of
1. 65 and 1.19.
5. The measured total-loss-parameter distribution for the rotor showed the losses
to be lower than the design values except for the regions near the damper and the rotor
hub. The stator losses, as indicated by the total-loss-parameter distribution, were
higher than the design values over the total stator blade span.
6. At design speed the rotor-blade suction-surface incidence angles corresponding
to minimum loss were within ±1° of the design incidence angle of zero degrees for all
blade elements, while those for the stator were within ±4.0° of the design value.
7. At design incidence, deviation angles were within ±1° of design, except for the
tip and hub rotor-blade elements, and within ±3.0° for all stator-blade elements.
8. Peak efficiency of the rotor decreased 2. 6 percentage points with the addition of
the stator, while pressure ratio at peak efficiency decreased from 1. 79 to 1. 75. The
maximum weight flow decreased from 30. 1 to 29. 8 kilograms per second with the stator.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,






A annulus area at rotor leading edge, 0.147 man
o
Af frontal area at rotor leading edge, 0.198 m
C specific heat at constant pressure, 1004 J/kg/K
c aerodynamic chord, cm
D diffusion factor
2
g acceleration of gravity, 9. 8 m/sec
i „ mean incidence angle, angle between inlet air direction and line tangent to blademe
mean camber line at leading edge, deg
*oo suction-surf ace incidence angle, angle between inlet air direction and line tangentss
to blade suction surface at leading edge, deg
J mechanical equivalent of heat
N rotative speed, rpm
2
P total pressure, N/cm
2
p static pressure, N/cm
r radius, cm
SM stall margin
T total temperature, K
U wheel speed, m/sec
V air velocity, m/sec
W weight flow, kg/sec
Z axial distance referenced from rotor-blade-hub leading edge, cm
a cone angle, deg
O
a0 slope of streamline, degs
/3 air angle, angle between air velocity and axial direction, deg
)3' relative meridional air angle based on cone angle, arctan(tan ff cos a /cos a ),C ill O o
deg
•y ratio of specific heats, 1. 40
11
>v blade setting angle
o
6 ratio of rotor-inlet total pressure to standard pressure of 10.13 N/cm
6° deviation angle, angle between exit air direction and tangent to blade mean cam-
ber line at trailing edge, deg
9 ratio of rotor-inlet total temperature to standard temperature of 288. 2 K
TJ efficiency
K angle between blade mean camber line and meridional plane, deg
Koo angle between blade suction-surface camber line at leading edge and meridionalss
plane, deg
a solidity, ratio of chord to spacing
uJ total loss coefficient
u> profile loss coefficient
0) shock loss coefficients
Subscripts:
ad adiabatic (temperature rise)
id ideal











1 instrumentation plane upstream of rotor
2 instrumentation plane between rotor and stator
12
3 instrumentation plane downstream of stator
Superscript:
1
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DEFINITIONS AND UNITS USED IN TABLES
absolute
aerodynamic chord, cm
ratio of actual minimum flow area to critical area (where local Mach
number is 1)
meridional air angle, deg
angle between axial direction and conical surface representing blade
element, deg
difference between mean camber blade angle and suction-surface
blade angle at leading edge, deg
deviation angle (defined by eq. (B3)), deg
diffusion factor (defined by eq. (B4))
adiabatic efficiency (defined by eq. (B9))
inlet (leading edge of blade)
incidence angle (suction surface defined by eq. (Bl) and mean defined
by eq. (B2)), deg
angle between blade mean camber line at leading edge and meridional
plane, deg
angle between blade mean camber line at trailing edge and merid-
ional plane, deg
angle between blade mean camber line at transition point and merid-
ional plane, deg
loss coefficient (total defined by eq. (B5) and profile defined by
eq. (B6))




outlet (trailing edge of blade)





































inlet radius (leading edge of blade), cm
outlet radius (trailing edge of blade), cm
radial position
equivalent rotative speed, revolutions per minute
angle between aerodynamic chord and meridional plane, deg
ratio of aerodynamic chord to blade spacing
speed, m/sec
suction surface
slope of streamline, deg
tangential
temperature, K
thickness of blade at leading edge, cm
thickness of blade at maximum thickness, cm
thickness of blade at trailing edge, cm
total
difference between inlet and outlet blade mean camber lines,
deg
velocity, m/sec
equivalent weight flow, kg/sec
ratio of suction-surf ace camber ahead of assumed shock loca-
tion of a multiple-circular-arc blade section to that of a
double-circular-arc blade section
axial distance to blade leading edge from inlet, cm
axial distance to blade maximum thickness point from inlet, cm
axial distance to blade trailing edge from inlet, cm
axial distance to transition point from inlet, cm
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TABLE I. - DESIGN OVERALL PARAMETERS
FOR STAGE 6-1
ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO 1.650
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO 1.630
ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO 1.186
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO 1.186
ROTOR AOIABATIC EFFICIENCY 0.828
STAGE ADUBATIC EFFICIENCY 0.806
ROTOR POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.839
STAGE POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.819
ROTOR HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT 0.253
STAGE HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT 0.246
FLOW COEFFICIENT. 0.503
HT FLOM PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA 150.169
HT FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA 203.065
HT FLOW 29.601
RPM 16000.000
TIP SPEED . 119.282
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TABLE in. - DESIGN BLADE-ELEMENT PARAMETERS FOR STATOR 1


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 . 0 1 1
0.010
0 .010
0 . 0 1 0
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0 . 0 1 1
0 . 0 1 0
0 . 0 1 3
0 . 0 1 0




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VI. - OVERALL PERFORMANCE FOR STAGE 6-1. SI UNITS,
(a) 100 Percent design speed
PARAMETER
ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
ROTOR TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
STAGE TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR MOMENTUM RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
STAGE HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
FLOW COEFFICIENT
WT FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA
WT FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA
WT FLOW AT ORIFICE
WT FLOW AT ROTOR INLET
WT FLOW AT ROTOR OUTLET
WT FLOW AT STATOR OUTLET
ROTATIVE SPEED

































































































(b) 90 Percent design speed
PARAMETER
ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
ROTOR TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
STAGE TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR MOMENTUM RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
STAGE HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
FLOW COEFFICIENT
WT FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA
WT FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA
WT FLOW AT ORIFICE
WT FLOW AT ROTOR INLET
WT FLOW AT ROTOR OUTLET
WT FLOW AT STATOR OUTLET
ROTATIVE SPEED


































































































TABLE VI. - Concluded. OVERALL PERFORMANCE FOR
STAGE 6-1. SI UNITS,
(c) 80 Percent design speed (e) 50 Percent design speed
PARAMETER
ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
ROTOR TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
STAGE TEKP. RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR MOMENTUM RISE. EFFICIENCY
ROTOR HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
STAGE HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
FLOW COEFFICIENT
WT FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA
WT FLOW PER UNIT ANNUL US AREA
WT FLOW AT ORIFICE
WT FLOW AT ROTOR INLET
WT FLOW AT ROTOR OUTLET
WT FLOW AT STATOR OUTLET
ROTATIVE SPEED






















ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
ROTOR TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
STAGE TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR MOMENTUM RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
STAGE HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
FLOW COEFFICIENT
WT FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA
WT FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA
WT FLOW AT ORIFICE
WT FLOW AT ROTOR INLET
WT FLOW AT ROTOR OUTLET
WT FLOW AT STATOR OUTLET
ROTATIVE SPEED





















(d) 70 Percent design speed
PARAMETER
ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
ROTOR TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
STAGE TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR MOMENTUM RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
STAGE HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
FLOW COEFFICIENT
WT FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA
WT FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA
WT FLOW AT ORIFICE
WT FLOW AT ROTOR INLET
WT FLOW AT ROTOR OUTLET
WT FLOW AT STATOR OUTLET
ROTATIVE SPEED


































































































TABLE VII. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS.

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VH. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS.
(a) Continued. 100-Percent design speed
(a3) Reading 23























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS.
(a) Continued. 100-Percent design speed
(a4) Reading 24















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS.


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VTI. -Continued.. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS.































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS,



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS.


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS.























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE Vn. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UMTS,





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VII. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 6. SI UNITS,







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE Vin. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS.
(a) 100-Percent design speed
(al) Reading 21






























































































































































































































































































































R A T I O
0.995
1 . 0 0 1
1.002
1 . 0 0 1
0.997











































































































































































































TABLE VIH. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VIII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS.
(a) Continued. 100-Percent design speed
(a3) Reading 23







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VHI. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VIII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS.

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE Vm. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS.
(b) 90-Percent design speed
(bl) Reading 29
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VIII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS.
(b) Continued. 90-Percent design speed
(b2) Reading 30





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VIH. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































. 1 0 1
















































11 95.00 11.2 6.2 6.6 0.413 0. 0.224 0.224 0.059 0.059
51
TABLE VHI. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS,



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VIII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS.












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VIII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS.
(c) 80-Percent design speed. Reading 38

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VIII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS.
(d) 70-Percent design speed
(dl) Reading 39



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VIII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS,










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VHI. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE Vin. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS,













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE Vm. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS,






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE Vin. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 1. SI UNITS,








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-12 -8 -4 0 4 « 12
Axial location from rotor hub leading edge, z, cm
Figure 1. - Compressor flow path.
16
61













Station 3 (facing Downstream)
Figure 5. - Circumferential location of measurements.
r-Two null-balancing
/I pressure taps for flow
angle measurement
C-67-3836
(a) Combination total pressure, total temperature, and flow angle
probe (double barrel).
C-68-1280
(b) Static pressure probe.
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